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Dodgers coffin - a trophy-success guide! Welcome to our solution from Coffin Dodgers in our Coffin Dodgers - a guide to achievement trophies, which you guarantee to finish 100% in a safe place. You may have great tips, valuable tips or a good hint for our Coffin Dodgers - a successful trophy guide solution? Just write
to us, comment or visit the forum and discuss how best to win trophies for the Coffin Dodgers - success. General Note: This Dodgers coffin - a trophy guide to success, may contain spoilers in terms of story, characters, basic content, and so on, first of all, it must be said that the German translation of achievements and
trophies in German is quite offensive. Many descriptions have been truly translated, so it makes little sense. That is why, if necessary, we have added our own translations to make the list more understandable. Step 1 – Play story mode with any Starts character from the start to the beginning with story mode. It doesn't
matter which character you choose. There is no difference between drivers. Don't focus too much on winning gold everywhere in this round, but get to know a little path, get acquainted with unsuccessful controls and, above all, earn the most experience points. You get this when you attack other drivers when you drive
around. Objects in and out of the street and for making zombies. Zombies are usually placed on a specific track from one or two routes in each area, but give 100 experience points per kill (it's enough if you just pass them) with the coins you get, you should improve the drive and motor of your dedicated kart. Step 2 Play the story mode with Sensenmann, collect all the gold coins and update VehicleAfter completely through the first of the story, you unlock the Sensenmann character with it and the kart has already been updated from the first story mode, now you should be able to grab the gold coin easily on all tracks. If the race
does not finish first before you finish, then restart from the main menu. Also, collect as much XP as possible to You may collect enough coins at the end of the second round to upgrade your car completely. If this isn't, you'll need to start story mode for the third time, earn as many experience points as possible until you
have enough coins in your account. Step 3 – Collect Power-Up Achievements/Trophies If you do everything in story mode, you won't miss many more achievements/trophies. Start Grandpa Crazy mode briefly to achieve one goal. Now all you have to do is get the remaining achievements/trophies associated with using
power ups, most of which can be easily pulled during story mode, but some are much easier with the second controller. Now all you have to do is gather the right power ups and you've done everything in the Dodgers coffin during the war... - 10 Gamerscore/Bronze Overrun Trophy, Enemies Falling Body After another
driver was hit with enough fire power (melee charging, several rockets hit Uzi hits). He fell from his kart. The easiest way to get a little behind at the start of the race is to launch a melee attack, hit an opponent with it, then drive directly over him when he falls from a kart. My Kart Extra – 10 Gamerscore/Bronze Trophies
Buy Upgrades If you hit your opponent with an attack in story mode, skip objects on the tracks or make zombies later (especially zombies, it's really worth it). You will gain experience to be converted into coins at the end of the race. After the first 1 to 2 races, you may have enough coins in your account to buy upgrades.
The first race in story mode is still very simple, so you can win easily. We can rebuild it - 25 Gamerscore/Silver Trophy completely upgraded to a single kart side. Each kart can be improved in the following areas: melee motor drive chassis, each bearing weapon can be improved three times. The best way is to choose a
drive or engine in the first place, since these two parts will help you get the most out of the race. Batteries not included - 10 Gamerscore/Bronze Trophy were taken out by UFO laser (to be hit by UFO lasers). In three paths belonging to the farm, UFO flies over the path. They aim their green laser at the road. Drive into
this in order to hit and Thrown into your kart. There's only a few seconds left. – 25 Gamerscore / Silver Trophy Boost without interruption 20 times (20 turbos without interruption) Play the best Crazy Grandpa mode because it has a turbo is the only machine you can find. Drive through the little city, collect power-ups
again and again and restart the mode as soon as time runs out. This will help you make a turbo. 20 in a matter of minutes. I missed an eyebrow? They also pursue goals, but also a huge advantage if you shoot them on a straight line because the rocket has trouble getting around the bend effectively. Technophobic – 25
Gamerscore / Silver Trophy successfully using EMP-20 times EMP will stimulate the energy waves around you. Once you have emp join the driver group and run so you can safely find at least one (if not several), fortunately my shield will protect me - 25 gamers/silver trophies successfully use 20 shields to prevent
attacks (with shields, prevent attacks 20 times), shield as soon as the trigger stops for a long period and blocks any attacks released against you. However, it does not always guarantee that the enemy will attack you even if you have a shield enabled, although it is possible to do so in the normal course of the game, we
recommend choosing a two-way direct control method. If you realize in the final round of the tournament that you may not be able to go to first place, then you can finish the race prematurely through the pause menu and just restart the same race through. For new slick moving efforts like Jagger – 25 gamers/silver
trophies slipped 20 people on Sunday to drive with some oil. In the first round, pay attention to where they are going and put your oil on these routes accordingly, which will help you guarantee a hit with oil. Death Scoffers – 100 Gamerscore/ Gold Trophy earned gold in every race in the city. See tips, tricks and advice Death Defier, Death Judge - 100 Gamerscore/Gold Trophy, get gold in every race on the list. See tips, tricks and instructions. - Death Defier Million Dollar Grandpa – 25 Gamerscore / Money Trophy Full Kart Upgrade (Map All Upgrades) Completely improving your kart in story mode is almost impossible. For this, you
close too fast and get too few coins. The more experience you gain from shooting enemies, the more destructive objects. On the track and especially killing zombies to track the coins you will get at the end of your account. Fortunately, you can start a new story mode and you will get all the upgrades from the first pass.
At the end of the second or the beginning of the story's third run, however, you should have a coin that is slow enough to improve the engine drive, chassis, melee weapon and item bearings. Death Scorer – 100 gamers / Gold trophies earn gold in every farm race. See tips, tricks and advice - Death Defier Sweep – 10
Gamerscore/ Bronze Trophy earned the Crazy Grandpa entry. At the top of the screen you will see an arrow that will guide you in a certain direction. Follow the instructions of the arrows, and sooner or later you will see a colored circle on the ground. Drive in and you'll get your Crazy Gradpa entry and you've already
made all the modes of Death Shepherd – 100 Gamerscore/ Gold Trophy, get gold in every race at the cemetery. See tips, tricks and advice - Is Death Defier happy? – 25 Gamerscore / Silver Trophy Tube 20 Oldies with Uzi (20 enemies do with Uzi) It's not easy to do another driver with Uzi, a single hit is not enough and
you can't aim at the creaking. Typically, a single Uzi Power-Up is short enough to transport an opponent from his vehicle effectively. If you're unlucky, it's not enough. The easiest way is to start the race with the second controller and do it with Uzi while both drivers stand. Then Uzi was good for killing many times,
Paperboy on tour is not difficult - 25 Gamerscore/Silver Trophy brings over 5 bikers (5 cyclists do). Select a time. Mode and third route in The Village area Before you start the race yourself, you will see the cyclist driving through your side. As soon as the race begins, you ride in after birth and smash it off his bike with your
melee attack. Then restart the race and repeat the process until you catch it five times. He's a skater – 25 gamers / Silver Trophies knock 5 skaters off the street (5 skaters do). The skater drove past you at first and you had to drive a short part of the route to reach him. He will fall on his own every time on the curve. You
have to wait next to him, and after about 10 to 20 seconds he will lay eggs again. Now all you have to do is knock it with your melee attack, restart the tracks and repeat the process with a foot in the grave - 100 Gamerscore/Gold Trophy complete story mode. In story mode, there are a total of five areas to complete. In
the first four areas there are three races each, and in the final showdown there is only one race, which is slightly longer. Even in the first round, you shouldn't have any problems playing through your own story. You don't have to win gold anywhere because you have to finish the story a second time with unlocked
characters. When you start the second round, you still have all the upgrades unlocked so far for your kart, which makes it easy to get gold everywhere. But try to collect as many experience points as possible during the first play, making your second round easier and faster. You won't get Sensenmann until you play story
mode with human characters. With the updated kart, you should not have a problem with the second round, so that all 13 tracks are completed in a short time and collect large coins. If you haven't finished before on the first attempt, finish the race prematurely through the break menu. When the track is complete, you can
not repeat it. So finish the race first and then restart again by selecting Continue your story and Where you left, there's
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